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Introduction
A probabilistic representation of interaction networks 236 in space 237 We now formalize the integrated niche with a probabilistic approach to interactions and 238 distributions. In particular, we seek to represent the probability that an interaction 239 between species i and j occurs at location y. We define L ijy as a stochastic variable, and 240 focus on the probability that this event occurs, P (L ijy ). We note that the occurrence of 241 an interaction is dependent on the co-occurrence of species i and j. This argument might 242 seem trivial at first, but the explicit consideration of this condition in the probabilistic 243 representation of ecological interactions will prove instrumental to understanding their 244 variation. We define X iy as a stochastic variable representing the occurrence of species 245 i at location y. The quantity we seek to understand is the probability of a joint event, 246 conditional on the set of environmental conditions E y : 247 P(X iy , X jy , L ijy |E y )
Or simply said, the probability of observing both species i and j plus an interac-248 tion between i and j given the conditions E y at location y. This probability could be 249 decomposed into two parts using the product rule of probabilities: 250 P (X iy , X jy , L ijy |E y ) = P (X iy , X jy |E y )P (L ijy |X iy , X jy , E y )
The first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the probability of observing 251 the two species co-occurring at location y. It corresponds to the Grinnellian dimension of 252 the niche. The second term represents the probability that an interaction occurs between 253 species i and j, given that they are co-occurring. This predicate can be refined using 254 information on trait distribution and trait matching rules ((Bartomeus et al., 2016) There are also variants of the metaweb. First, most documented metawebs have thus 290 far considered ecological interactions to be deterministic, rather than probabilistic (e.g. 1992; Wood et al. 2015) . Species are assumed to interact whenever they are found 292 together in a location, independent of their local abundance and the local environment.
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Havens
293
In other words, P (L ijy |X ijy = 1) = 1 and P (L ijy |X ijy = 0) = 0. This approach might be 294 a reasonable approximation if the spatial or temporal scale of sampling and inference is 295 so large that the probability of observing at least one interaction converges to unity. In 296 this scenario, network variation arises solely from species distributions.
297
Second, ecological interactions could also vary with the environment, so that P (L ijy |E y ).
298
Although it is rare to see a conditional representation of pairwise ecological interactions, 299 experimental studies have frequently revealed interactions to be sensitive to the environ- represents a superfamily of very small parasitoids that are hard to distinguish.
366
In total, 146,622 galls from 52 Salix taxa were collected for dissection and rearing.
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